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ACCENT ANALYSIS: VOWELS 

 

ɪ KIT  I’ve been to the bin in the middle of the cricket wicket 

ɪ SPIRIT  A mysterious spirit wearily appeared in the mirror  

 

e DRESS Nettie wrote better when the Red Setter settled  

e BERRY The berries made a very merry picture 

 

a TRAP  The rather fat black cat ate half a ham with pasta 

a MARRY Harry was a merry character when he married Mary  

 

ʌ STRUT Come and have lunch with my lovely son in London.  

ʌ HURRY Murray was worried and hurried the curry 

 

ɒ LOT  Tom’s got a lot of dots on his shirt and socks 

ɒ SORRY I’m sorry, I need to borrow the horrible oranges tomorrow 

 

ʊ FOOT  Can I take a look at the cookbook under your foot? 

 

ə AMERICA Erica put a comma between Burma and America  

ə LETTER My brother sent roses and a letter to my mother in Liverpool 

ə/ɪ SCHWA/KIT Enid posted sweaters to her closest cousins, Astrid and Ingrid 

 

i: FLEECE  It was either me or Delia that had to feed the sheep  

i EASY  It was crazy how happy the money made Harry 

 

ɜ: NURSE I heard from the nurse the bird got worse 

 

ɑ: START Start the car and park it in the market square 

ɑ: PALM  My father ate pasta with calm Martha under the palms   

ɑ: BATH  I’d rather ask aunt for a dance 

 

ɔ: THOUGHT Paul’s awkward daughter crawled cautiously across the lawn 

ɔ: FORCE It was the force of the north wind that tore the door off 
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u: GOOSE The goose grew into a beautiful blue bird 

ju TUNE  The duke was due to croon a new tune at the institute  

  

ai PRICE  The rising sun climbed high into the sky and shone bright  

air HIGHER  The hierarchy did the hiring and firing, it was dire    

 

ei FACE  It was way too late in the day to make for the shade. 

 

ɔi CHOICE The noisy and boisterous boy played with his toy in the soil 

 

əʊ GOAT  I hope you don’t go home alone, groaned the slow coach.  

Matrimony, alimony 

 

aʊ MOUTH How did the mouse blow down the house? 

 

ɪə NEAR  He reared the deer’s in the nearest clearing 

ɪə  IDEA  Anthea and Maria had an idea about India     

 

e (eə) SQUARE The square meal was shared fairly with hairy Mary  

 

ɔ: CURE  I’m sure there’s an enduring cure for the poor man 
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